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"IF YOU DO WHAT YOU'VE ALWAYS
DONE, YOU'LL ALWAYS GET WHAT
YOU'VE ALWAYS GOT"

You're here because you have a need or
desire to change or improve, have an open
mind to learning new strategy and
perspectives and are willing to take action
and be accountable
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RESULTS FROM CLIENTS

“The amount I’ve improved in the last month is CRAZY!
Your help is
honestly incredible” – E-Sports Pro – UK
--“You changed my life/mind completely and helped
me find the motivation to continue to do 'X' and change
the whole thing to Esports" - CEO and Founder of Social
Media Company Croatia
--“I felt so much more comfortable playing in our win over
Plymouth, putting in my best Giants performance so far,
shooting 100 per cent and playing better defense than I
have previously. I expected a better personal
performance but nothing this drastic! This is the first time
in my 10-plus-year career I’ve scored 20 points and not
missed a single shot.” – Pro Basketball Player – UK
--“I am continuing to apply the technique without much
thought
needed. “I won my first ever MVP!” – Amanda Ferranti
Female football
player – USA
--“Yes, can definitely recommend with golfers or other
sportsmen, it
can help anybody improve in their sport” – George Bloor
Pro golfer – UK
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DO YOU REALLY WANT TO IMPROVE?

Firstly this isn't your generic, eat the right food, train the right way,
measure your data or improve your quickness, run of the mill
information sheet.
This valuable and eye-opening pdf focuses on putting you at the
center of your own growth and performance for reasons you'll
discover later on.
Many people like the idea of improving, yet very few are willing to
put the time and effort into improving and although it's great you
took the time to click and read these words, everything from this
moment forward is on you.
I can provide you with the information, but it's up to you to do
something with it and it's this moment that will separate you from
those that don't take action.
Do you know any coaches willing to spend more time developing you
than others?
The hard truth about elite performance is only the strong survive yet
it's not always the most talented that succeed, meaning you have a
shot. Many experts say success is 20% physical, 80% mental, and
although this number isn't fixed in stone, it does lean towards the fact
the mental game plays a huge part in success.
These tips will not only lead to improvements quickly but help you
sustain new habits that will take you to the next level
ARE YOU READY?
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YOUR REALITY

The first thing you need to do is accept where you are
now.
Not where you want to be, not where you've come from,
where you are now.
Don't compare yourself to others because that's unfair on
you as others have reached where they are today from
walking their own paths. You have not walked their path.
You have only walked your path, meaning you have a
unique set of circumstances that have led you to who you
are today
Accepting and connecting with your reality is the starting
point and is your launching pad towards whatever vision it
is you have for yourself
Only you know what you want to achieve and only you
can take action to make that happen which leads us to
creating your vision so let's consider what it is you really
want
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YOUR VISION

Consider these questions and mold them to
suit your vision
What do I want to change/improve?
What can I do differently to improve?
What distractions can I put to one side?
What resources do I need to improve?
Whom do I need to talk to for help?
Do I need permission from anyone?
What is really bothering me right now?
What am I good at?
What is the immediate issue I want to overcome?
If I could provide the solution, what would that solution
be?
Do I need to invest in a coach?
Which negative voices do I need to remove
What is my greatest quality?
What am I great at?
What can I improve?
Can I change my sleeping habits?
Do I take a lackadaisical attitude?
Have I got what it takes to improve my performance?
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YOUR RELATIONSHIPS

There are people in your life that influence you including
parents, teammates, opponents, coaches, fans, sponsors,
partners, and others. In some way or another, they bring
something into your life that will hinder your performance
or improve your performance but it's not always clear
who influences what
But there is one definitive person that can create change
for the better. There is one person you need to listen to
and learn how they think.
That person is you
When it comes to managing your relationships, you have
to be able to separate those who want the best for you,
from those who don't.
You need to be able to filter out the useless noise from the
noise that adds value to your journey
Remember this is about you and your actions and if you
really want to improve you have to at least understand
the relationships you have and how they impact you, and
perhaps you have to make some tough decisions
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COMMUNICATION

Do you find you talk yourself into taking action or do you
often make excuses and put things off?
Maybe you do a little bit of both?
How often do you ask questions of your coach?
How often has the coach said something you don't agree
with but you've gone ahead and done it anyway?
How well do you read the game?
How well can you read body language and facial
expressions?
How do you react after a loss?
What do you do when a teammate is playing badly?
What do you do when you play badly?
What does training mean to you?
How do you approach training?
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COMMUNICATION CONTINUED

The questions above are all designed to provoke you to
think differently, rather than accept things for what they
are because accepting things as they are is almost like
giving up.
Do you want to give up?
I didn't think so!
Taking control of your situation can be challenging,
especially if you're used to doing what others have told
you to do but how great would it be if you could simply
begin to improve quickly by shifting your mindset?
The way you communicate both externally and internally
will impact your behaviors and ultimately your
performance.
If you take two athletes, identical in physicality, technical
ability, and strength yet one is mentally stronger and
resilient than the other, which athlete will find most
success?
Building a powerful mindset takes time but if you're
serious about improving I'm sure you can find time to learn
how to master your communication.
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THE POWER OF YOUR MIND

"Whether you think you can or you think you can't, you're
right" - Words spoken by Henry Ford and if you want some
other inspirational quotes you can get a great sporting
motivational book by clicking here
I asked you earlier if you talked yourself into taking action or
do you often make excuses and put things off?
This question is one you need to spend time considering and
let me give you some examples of some of the situations you
might find yourself in:
Do you push yourself in training or coast?
Do you ask questions when you don't understand or stay
quiet?
Do you eat healthily or assume through training you can
run off the effects of a poor diet?
Do you often train alone to improve or simply follow the
crowd?
Do you know what it takes to improve or are you happy
where you are?
What do you sacrifice in order to get ahead?
If you're trying to find an excuse as to why you don't agree
with the first part of each sentence, I strongly suggest you
really consider why you're here so let me remind you...
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THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
WINNERS AND LOSERS

When a winner makes a mistake he holds himself accountable
When a loser makes a mistake, the blame is projected onto others
A winner knows that adversity is the best teacher
A loser feels a victim of adversity
A winner is always part of the solution
A loser is always part of the problem
A winner makes those around him play better
A loser believes they are the only solution to winning
A winner always has a plan
A loser always has an excuse
A winner sees the answer to all problems
A loser sees problems in all the answers
A winner says has an open mind to learning new strategy and perspectives
A loser has a closed mind to learning new strategy and perspectives
A winner faces the challenges one by one
A loser avoids challenges looking for the easy route
A winner pushes themselves beyond their comfort zone and knows things will improve
A loser stays within their comfort zone and expects things to improve
A winner is known to be good but wants to be better
A loser says: I’m not as bad as many others
A winner listens, understands, and responds
A loser talks more than listening
A winner respects those who know more than him and tries to learn something from
them
A loser resists those who know more than him and only looks at their flaws
A winner takes control for their actions
A loser waits to be told what to do
A winner seeks out new ways to improve
A loser believes this is the only way to improve
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YOUR GROWTH

Before you began to read this powerful, insightful document,
what expectations did you have coming in?
What were you hoping to uncover?
Many people believe just by reading words, they are able to
somehow magically improve and although on some level
knowledge is power, on other levels, knowledge means f@ck
all unless you do something with it and in sports, if you don't
do anything with this newly acquired knowledge, you're not
going to improve
So below are the 7 tips that the top athletes do to stay
ahead of the competition.
How do I know?
I have once voted the top U19 basketball player in England
I've coached at all levels from participation to professional
and have helped many athletes over a ten-year period
improve dramatically as you've previously read and it's these
7 factors that impact their success.
Now it's up to you...what are you going to do?
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THE 7 TIPS

1. Accept your reality
2. Define your vision
3. Manage your relationships
4. Adjust your communication
5. You hold the power to create change
6. Ask questions to learn from others
7. Take action
Write down one thing, one new action you can take right
now to start the ball rolling. Keep it realistic and
achievable but enough to make you think differently and
believe me, when you accomplish that one new thing, you
can do it again, and again and again.
YOU GOT THIS!
If you need support from an external source, get the
motivational book of quotes by clicking here

